This book explores the ways in which theologians at the early University of Paris promoted the development of this new centre of education into a prominent institution within late medieval society. Drawing upon a range of evidence, including many theological texts available only in manuscripts, Spencer E. Young uncovers a vibrant intellectual community engaged in debates on such issues as the viability of Aristotle's natural philosophy for Christian theology, the implications of the popular framework of the seven deadly sins for spiritual and academic life, the social and religious obligations of educated masters, and poor relief. Integrating the intellectual and institutional histories of the faculty of theology, Young demonstrates the historical significance of these discussions for both the university and the thirteenth-century church. He also reveals the critical role played by many of the early university's lesser-known members in one of the most transformative periods in the history of higher education. spencer e. young is a research associate with the ARC Centre of
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Many scholars, family and friends have informed the writing of this book at every stage of its progression. It is no less a pleasure for being an obligation to thank those individuals and institutions without whom such an undertaking could never have been completed.
My fascination with medieval universities was initially sparked in an undergraduate seminar at the University of Alberta on the topic of scholasticism taught by John Kitchen, who helped convert my nascent curiosity into a legitimate research pursuit. I continue to strive for (and hope I have obtained) the analytical rigour and historical imagination that John, along with John-Paul Himka and Andrew Gow, demanded when approaching medieval sources. My chief mentor on all things related to the University of Paris has been Bill Courtenay. In addition to supervising the University of Wisconsin-Madison doctoral dissertation from which this book developed, Bill has been, along with everything else, an unceasing source of wisdom and guidance (responding to even my most frivolous questions with timely insight and reassurance). Maureen Mazzoui, Walt Schalick, Michael Shank and Karl Shoemaker all challenged me to think more deeply about medieval history in various ways and offered much-needed assistance on many occasions. While in Madison, I also learned from many discussions on medieval universities with Matthew Cosby, Eric Goddard, James Matenaer and Camarin Porter (to name only a few). While I was still in graduate school, Richard Newhauser took a keen interest in the dimension of my work on the seven deadly sins and continues to offer kind support. I also profited greatly from the summer workshop in editing philosophical and theological medieval texts at Georgetown University in the summer ofhey, as well as Franklin Harkins, Patrick Healy, Jeff Webb and Marco Zuccato at PIMS; and at UWA by Philippa Maddern. In addition to the libraries of those institutions, I am also thankful to the staffs at various other libraries where I conducted research for this project: the Bibliothèque municipal de Douai (especially for the heroic efforts of its former director Pierre-Jacques Lamblin), the Bibliothèque nationale de France, the Harvard University Archives and Marquette University. For financial support, I must also thank the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada and the University of Wisconsin-Madison's history department for bestowing critical funding to support overseas work.
I am exceptionally grateful to all those who provided clear and incisive, yet always encouraging, feedback on the manuscript. Marcia Colish, Bill Courtenay, Maureen Mazzaoui, Clare Monagle, Richard Newhauser, Walt Schalick, Michael Shank, Karl Shoemaker, Jeff Webb, Ian Wei and John F. Young all read chapters or full drafts and offered invaluable recommendations and corrections that have influenced and improved the final product in ways far too numerous to detail. The anonymous reviewers for Cambridge University Press (one of whom revealed himself as David d'Avray) gave many useful suggestions to improve the quality and clarity of my arguments. With exceeding generosity, David allowed me to avail myself of his expert paleographical services. Michael Champion provided important advice with Latin translations, as did Bill Duba with many of my Latin texts. These individuals are collectively responsible for much of what is good in this book while all remaining errors and interpretive shortcomings are my responsibility alone. I have also been very fortunate to discuss aspects of this project with many other scholars whose work and words on medieval ideas and education have helped shape my thinking and offered assistance in countless ways. Although it is painful to leave so many of these unnamed, a few warrant special mention: John Baldwin, Constant Mews and Sita Steckel.
Bringing this work to publication with Cambridge University Press has relied on the kindness and hard work of several individuals. I owe a special thanks to Ian Wei who championed my work to the press and introduced me to Liz Friend-Smith who provided much help and support in shepherding this book through the publication process. I am also grateful to the Cambridge Studies in Medieval Life and Thought series editors who supported the book's publication in their series. vii www.cambridge.org © in this web service Cambridge University Press Cambridge University Press 978-1-107-03104-3 -Scholarly Community at the Early University of Paris: Theologians, Education and Society, 1215-1248 Spencer E. Young Frontmatter More information
